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ABSTRACT
Implicit and explicit memory for novel, three-dimensional
possible and impossible objects was investigated using two
memory tasks.

The object decision task required subjects to

determine whether line drawings depicted possible or
impossible objects.

Subjects who studied the global, three-

dimensional properties of the possible objects showed
superior performance for those items on a subsequent object
decision test, while subjects who studied the local features
of these same objects showed no improvement.

The impossible

figures showed no facilitation due to prior exposure.
Recognition performance was unaffected by the type of
encoding task.

These results provided support for the

hypothesis that processes mediating priming in the object
decision task require access to a specific structural
description formed in the initial viewing.
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INTRODUCTION
As we move around our environment we encounter,
perceive, and encode visual patterns into memory.

The

incoming signals must be translated into a mental
representation in visual memory that can be accessed for
further cognitive processing.

The nature of the mental

representations formed seem to be affected by the context
within which the stimulus occurs at the time of encoding.
Characteristics of the task at time of encoding such as the
perceived functional relatedness of the stimulus parts
relative to the whole pattern, the subject's expectations of
type of test, perceived meaningfulness of the stimuli, and
level of attention have been demonstrated to affect the
properties of the mental representation formed (Frost, 1972;
Palmer, 1975; Bower, Karlin and Dueck, 1975; Epstein &
Lovitts, 1985; Epstein & Broota, 1986; Cooper, 1989a).

Each

of these effects reflect constraints placed on the formation
of the eventual mental representation of visual patterns,
and each will be discussed in turn.

Role of perceived functional relatedness of component parts:
The role of perceived functional relatedness of the
component parts of a stimulus relative to the whole pattern
has was initially investigated by researchers in the gestalt
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tradition.

Gestalt psychologists examined extensively the

organizational properties involved in the generation of
memory representations of visual patterns.

From the gestalt

tradition there emerged organizational principles that
describe how the human memory system interprets incoming
visual shapes (Wertheimer, 1923/1950; Gottschaldt,
1926/1950).

This work emerged from an interest in

investigating how incoming stimuli translate into mental
representations.

The inevitable loss of information in the

formation of the memory trace was of paramount interest to
the gestalt school.

It was thought that consistent,

reliable changes that intervened between the stimulus and
the eventual memory trace would provide insight into the
constraints on processing visual patterns.

Wertheimer

(192 3) proposed that it is the functionally relevant
information from the stimulus that gets coded into the
memory representation.
Nickerson and Adams (1979) performed a series of memory
experiments for common objects that supported Wertheimer's
proposal.

Visual memory for pennies was tested.

Some

subjects were asked to draw the two sides of a U.S. penny
from memory including as much detail as they could.

Other

subjects were instructed to choose a correct drawing of a
penny from a set of 15.

Although the penny is a highly
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familiar object, performance on both tasks was poor.
Nickerson and Adams concluded that the details of these
visual stimuli were lost because they did not maintain a
functional relevance.
Palmer (1975, reported in Goldmeier, 1982) provides a
further demonstration of this principle.

Palmer tested the

nature of the mental representation of a highly familiar
visual pattern namely, the facade of the building that had
been entered by the students, who participated in the study,
for several years.

Through recall drawings and recognition

choices Palmer demonstrated that the mental representation
contained general structural information about the building
but not functionally irrelevant details such as the number
of windows, the exact placement of the ground level
entrance, and the exact number of floors.

Role of expectations on determination of functionally
relevant information.
Functional relevance, of course, requires a context
within which the component parts can be said to be
functionally relevant.

The gestalt principles of

organization provide one such context.

Functional relevance

can also encompass a larger domain, namely task
expectations.

Components achieve their relevance in the
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context of the expected task, in that different tasks may
require that different components be determined to be
relevant.

By experimentally manipulating the expectations

of the viewer within the context of the experiment, one may
indirectly manipulate which components are most relevant and
then test whether the mental representation formed does
indeed maintain the initial interpretation of the stimuli.
Encoding specificity addresses just this issue.
Tulving & Thomson (1973) have proposed that episodic memory
will be enhanced to the extent that the properties in the
retrieval context match or fit with certain relevant
features present in the encoding task.

Encoding specificity

does not include specific predictions about which attributes
of the stimulus are vulnerable to the task manipulation and
which are not.

This remains an empirical question to which

much experimentation has been devoted.

The present

discussion will focus on that empirical work that uses
visual patterns rather than verbal stimuli.
Evidence that the nature of the representation in the
visual memory system is affected by different encoding tasks
has been provided by Funkhouser (1968).

Funkhouser

demonstrated the effects of differential encoding tasks on
recall performance for pictures of familiar objects.

The

nature of the categorization task at time of study was
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varied so that subjects categorized either on the basis of
simple visual features (shape and color) or by more
complexly defined attributes (class or categories).
experimental item could fit into two categories.

Every

For

example, "apple" fit into both the "red" and "round"
categories. The test instructions asked subjects to "write
down the names of the objects which were (category)."

The

category referred to in the test instructions either matched
or did not match the category referred to at time of study.
Items were recalled more accurately when the category
referred to in the recall test instructions matched the
category used at time of encoding than when a different (but
equally familiar and valid) category was used at time of
test. Further evidence that expectation of type of test at
time of encoding has an effect on the nature of the mental
representation was provided by Frost (1972).
manipulated expectation of test type.

Frost

Subjects were

instructed to expect either a free recall test or a
recognition test.

Following a fifteen minute delay, Frost

found differential effects on recognition of drawings of
familiar objects that either differed in orientation between
study and test or maintained the original orientation.
Subjects who expected a recognition task were slower to
respond when the stimulus- orientation varied than when the
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orientation did not vary.

However, subjects who expected a

recall task showed no difference in reaction time
performance for rotated and nonrotated test figures.

Frost

concluded that task expectation did affect the properties of
the picture encoding.
Finally, a series of experiments conducted by Cooper
(1989a) provide further evidence for the formation of highly
specific structural descriptions that are maintained between
time of study and time of test.

Cooper manipulated the type

of drawing style used to depict novel three-dimensional
objects.

The objects were portrayed using either an

orthographic projection technique (in which the threedimensionality is portrayed by projecting lines that are
perpendicular to the plane of projection) or an isometric
projection technique (in which the three principle axes make
equal angles with the picture plane, and depict projecting
surfaces as perpendicular to the picture plane).

Cooper

used engineering students who were familiar with these two
projection techniques.

In these experiments engineering

students initially performed an incidental learning task in
which they solved spatial problems based on these drawings
of novel three-dimensional objects depicted in either
orthographic or isometric projection.

Recognition

performance was superior when drawing type (orthographic or
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isometric) was maintained between time of study (problem
solving) and time of test (old-new recognition) than when
the type of drawing was changed.

Role of attentional effects in formation of memory
representation.
Epstein and Lovitts (1985) manipulated the allocation
of

attention to different properties of the stimulus

pattern at time of encoding to test its effect on the
formation of the mental representation.

Subjects were

presented with polygons that had been rotated in depth, with
respect to the picture plane, and superimposed with a set of
dots.

Half of the subjects attended to the structural

properties of the stimulus pattern by attending to the
polygon.

The regaining subjects did not attend to the

structural properties contained within the figure, but were
instructed to attend to the superimposed set of dots.

The

two groups differed only in the instructions given; both
groups were presented with the same stimuli.

The dependent

measure was performance on a three-alternative forced choice
recognition test.

One of the three alternative shapes was

designed to maintain the retinal projection of the rotated,
studied shape.

The second alternative was an exact replica

of the studied polygon, but was not rotated and therefore
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generated a different retinal projection.
was simply a control shape.

The third shape

The subjects who had been

instructed to attend to the dots tended to choose the
alternative shape that maintained the pattern projected onto
the retina rather than the alternative shape that was
identical to the studied shape but had not been rotated.
This finding suggested that the processing of the relational
properties of the shape itself was incomplete.

The subjects

who had been instructed to attend to the features of the
shape, however tended to choose the identical alternative
that maintained the structural relations between the
component parts, even though the retinal projection of this
alternative differed from the studied polygon.

These

results suggest that the nature of the memory trace was
indeed affected by the instructions at time of encoding.
The visual processes that infer three-dimensional
relationships between the components parts of an object from
a two-dimensional line drawing seem themselves to be
influenced by the nature of the encoding task (see also
Epstein and Broota, 1986).
These memory paradigms provide evidence not only for
encoding specificity, but also suggest that encoding
mechanisms exploit the information about the predicted
relevance of the component parts in the formation of mental
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representations.

The documented effects of subject

expectations on memory performance suggest that subjects use
the information about the nature of the impending test to
evaluate the functional relevance of specific properties in
the stimulus at time of encoding.

This process modifies the

nature of the mental representation to ensure that certain
relevant features are included that maximize the similarity
between the mental representation and the information
required for the predicted test, thus enhancing memory
performance.

Implicit memory for nonverbal materials.
The experiments concerning memory for visual stimuli
described heretofore have relied on explicit recollection of
a prior learning phase.

Recently, traditional explicit

memory paradigms have been complemented by techniques for
measuring implicit memories.

Explicit memory paradigms are

those in which task instructions make deliberate reference
to the time of encoding.

Tasks that are commonly used to

measure explicit memory include free recall, cued recall,
and recognition tests. Implicit memory tasks, however,
measure facilitation of performance on a task due to a prior
exposure of a stimulus, without reference to the encoding
episode.

There have been several tasks used to study
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implicit memory, each of which take advantage of repetition
priming effects (or exposure effects).

These tasks include

word fragment completion (Warrington & Weiskrantz, 1974;
Tulving, Schacter & Stark, 1982), word identification
(Jacoby & Dallas, 1981), and lexical decision (Scarborough,
Gerard, & Cortese, 1979; D. Scarborough, Cortese & H.
Scarborough, 1977).

Implicit memory research has been

primarily involved with linguistic stimuli (Graf & Schacter,
1985; see Schacter, 1987 for a comprehensive review).
However there has been a growing literature on implicit
memory for nonverbal stimuli.
Kunst-Wilson & Zajonc (1980) provided evidence of
facilitation of processing attributable to prior exposure of
unfamiliar visual patterns.

They collected preference

ratings and a measure of old-new recognition test
performance for items that had or had not been presented
earlier.

The preference ratings provided a measure of

implicit memory while the recognition performance provided a
measure of explicit memory.

Irregularly shaped polygons

were presented tachistoscopically during a study phase.

The

figures were presented sequentially for a one millisecond
duration.

Each polygon was viewed five times.

Recognition

performance and preference ratings suggested a dissociation
between the two measures of memory performance.

Recognition
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performance for studied and novel figures was at chance
thereby suggesting that no consciously retrievable memory
trace existed for the polygons.

However, the preference

ratings showed that the studied figures were rated
significantly higher than the novel figures.

Preference

ratings for the novel, unstudied figures provided a measure
of baseline performance.

This superior performance for the

studied items suggested that some memory trace for the
briefly presently polygons had been formed, but that it
could only be measured using an indirect, implicit memory
task.

This study extends the repetition priming results

that have been demonstrated using linguistic stimuli.
Mandler, Nakamura & VanZandt (1987) replicated and
expanded upon the study by Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc (1980).
Mandler et. al. also presented octagons tachistoscopically
during a study phase.

During the test phase however,

subjects were presented with pairs of octagons and asked to
choose which of the pair was brighter (or darker), and which
of the pair they liked better.

Although only the test

instructions differed, subjects rated the studied items
higher regardless of the type of rating measure.

By

demonstrating that performance was facilitated using these
various measures of implicit memory they concluded that the
repetition effect was more general than Kunst-Wilson et. al.
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had described.

(See also Seamon, Brody and Kauff, 1983).

Performance on the old-new recognition test was again at
chance.

The chance levels of performance in the explicit

recognition tests in these studies suggested that
facilitation of performance on the implicit memory tasks
were not mediated by voluntary retrieval strategies.
Experimental dissociations such as these will be further
discussed later in the paper.
Kroll and Potter (1984) presented subjects with
drawings of nonsensical objects that were created by
combining parts taken from different drawings of real
objects. The reality decision task required subjects to
decide whether the figure depicted a real object or a
nonsensical object.

The figures were presented briefly and

subjects were instructed to respond as quickly and as
accurately as possible.

The time required to make this

decision was faster when subjects had seen the figure
previously.
The facilitatory effects present in each of these
implicit memory tasks demonstrate that memories of visual
patterns need not be accessed by voluntary retrieval
strategies to have an effect on cognitive processing.

The

implicit and explicit measures of memory have been shown to
be functionally independent.

Demonstrations of functional
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independence require that two dependent variables maintain
the relation that one dependent measure varies as a function
of a specific independent variable while the other does not
(Tulving, 1985).

To argue that implicit and explicit

memories are qualitatively distinct requires that each type
of memory be functionally distinguishable (Sherry and
Schacter, 1987).

Using linguistic stimuli, implicit and

explicit memory systems have been shown to be differentially
affected by such variables as delay (Tulving, Schacter and
Stark, 1982), level of processing (Jacoby and Dallas, 1981),
retroactive and proactive interference (Graf and Schacter,
1987), and list length (Sloman, Hayman, Ohta, Law and
Tulving, 1988).

It could be argued however, that implicit

memories are simply weaker memory traces that are not
available to

consciousness.

It is logically possible that

data showing functional independence may be interpreted
without necessarily postulating different memory systems
(Roediger, 1984).

A second, and more compelling argument

that supports this notion of two separable types of memories
requires that performance on a particular item in an
explicit memory task is uncorrelated with performance for
that item on an implicit memory task.

This stochastic

independence between the two types of memories at the level
of the individual item has been shown for some tasks (Eich,
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1984; Hayman and Tulving, 1989; Jacoby and Witherspoon,
1982; Tulving, Schacter and Stark, 1982).

Stochastic

independence of implicit and explicit performance at the
level of individual items, and the differential effects of
specific variables logically requires that the two types of
memories have distinct properties.

The implicit memory

literature has used primarily linguistic stimuli that
demonstrate this independence between the two types of
memories.

For visual patterns, however, there have been few

demonstrations of stochastic independence or differential
effects attributable to specific variables.
Musen and Treisman (1990) have demonstrated functional,
as well as stochastic independence for implicit and explicit
memory performance using novel visual stimuli that contain
no familiar verbal components.

Musen and Treisman presented

drawings of arbitrary line patterns for three seconds (with
an additional 7 seconds for rehearsal) and then tested
memory performance using an implicit and explicit memory
task.

The explicit measure was obtained using a four-

alternative forced choice recognition test.

The implicit

memory task required subjects to view a briefly presented
figure and reproduce the figure on a 3 x 3 dot matrix.

The

implicit measure compared accuracy on this perceptual task
for items that had been studied previously and items that
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had not been studied.

Long lasting (7 days) repetition

priming effects were demonstrated with a single 3 sec
exposure of a target pattern at time of study.

With an

additional 1 sec exposure the priming effects were
demonstrated to last up to one month.

The two measures of

memory for visual stimuli exhibited stochastic independence.
Further, a functional dissociation was demonstrated for the
effects of delay on implicit and explicit memory for novel
visual patterns.

While implicit memory performance was

essentially unaffected by the one week delay, the explicit
memory measure dropped substantially.

Musen and Treisman

concluded that their results were more consistent with the
separate memory framework described above than with a single
memory framework in which the same memory trace is used for
both types of memory tests.
The results of the Musen and Treisman experiment are
also consistent with a proposal made by Schacter (in press)
that priming of visual patterns is mediated by the
reactivation of newly formed- stored structural descriptions.
Schacter (in press) draws on several empirical findings from
the neuropsychological literature to support a proposed
class of modular perceptual representation systems.

The

structural description system is one such modular system.
The neuropsychological literature provides empirical
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dissociations between the use of structural and semantic
information in both patient and normal populations.

These

modular perceptual representation systems contain
information about the form and structure of words (word
form, see Warrington and Shallice, 1980), and objects
(structural description system. see Humphreys, Riddoch and
Quinlan, 1988), but do not include semantic information
about the meaning of the words, or the function of the
objects.

These systems do however interact with the

semantic systems that contain this information.

Schacter

proposes that these modular perceptual representation
systems are one class of systems that can support implicit
memory.

Schacter describes implicit memory priming effects

as "driven primarily by highly specific, new representations
within a particular module, rather than by the activation of
old, abstract representations" (p.13).

The highly specific

nature of these newly formed structural representations
suggest that implicit memory effects are constrained by the
relationship between properties of the stimuli at time of
encoding relative to the properties of the test stimuli.
Thus Schacter predicts, "if a specific representation has
been created in the word form system during study, and the
test stimulus matches critical visual features of that
representation, then subjects will be better able to
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identify the word from a brief exposure.(p.7).

Although

this prediction is specific to the perceptual system using
linguistic stimuli the logic holds for the structural
perceptual system used to describe objects.

This prediction

is tested in the present experiment.

Role of encoding tasks in the formation of structural
descriptions: An experimental study.
The present experiment uses stimuli that depict threedimensional figures allowing one to exploit relations within
the figures to examine specific qualitative differences in
the mental representations formed by the encoding task
manipulation.

Half of these line drawings depicted novel,

possible three-dimensional objects.

The remaining figures

were similar to the "possible" figures but contained
relational ambiguities, and impossibilities in structure
that did not allow a "possible" three-dimensional
interpretation.

Figures 2 and 3 provide examples of the

"possible" and "impossible" objects used in this experiment.
Type of processing at time of encoding was manipulated in an
attempt to demonstrate functional independence between
implicit and explicit memory performance.
had two phases.

The experiment

In the study phase half of the items were

presented for five seconds each.

Subjects were given one of
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in the experiment.
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two encoding tasks that required that they make a simple
decision about the object.

In the second phase subjects

participated in either a implicit or explicit memory test.
Two types of encoding tasks were used.

Half of the

subjects were asked to make a judgement about the direction
each object was facing, to the right or to the left.

This

task required the viewer to attend to the global, structural
features of the object and to create a three-dimensional
mental representation of each object.

In the other encoding

task subjects were asked to decide whether there were more
vertical or horizontal lines present in the figure.

This

task required only that local processing of the features
within the figure are attended to and did not require that a
three-dimensional interpretation be generated.
The implicit memory test used was an obiect-decision
test.

The object-decision test required subjects to

discriminate between stimuli that either depicted possible
three-dimensional objects, or contained violations of
logical structural form making them impossible to be
realized in three-dimensions.

(Other types of object-

decision tests have been used previously; see Kroll and
Potter, 1984; Riddoch and Humphreys, 1987).

The measure of

implicit memory was provided by the comparison of object
decision accuracy for items that had been studied previously
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and items that had not been studied previously.
The object decision task required access to information
about the global, three-dimensional structure of the object.
It is this relation among the component parts that either
contains a structural violation, making the figure an
impossible object, or does not contain any such violation.
The processing involved in the global, left-right study
condition requires the generation of a structural
representation that contains critical three-dimensional
information about each object.

It is proposed that the

critical features present in the structural representation
formed from the global encoding task should provide a better
match for the structural features required to perform the
object decision test successfully than does the
representation formed by the local encoding task.

Therefore

the global study task should show facilitatory effects in
the object decision test, while the local feature encoding
task should show no such effect.

The explicit memory test

was an old-new recognition test that required-subjects to
discriminate between items that had been presented in the
study phase and items that had not.

There is no basis on

which to predict an effect of the type of encoding task on
recognition performance.
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The present experiment investigates implicit memory
effects for novel visual stimuli that do not have associated
with them meaningful verbal components.

Also addressed is

the role of the structural description system in implicit
memory, as it is effected by the global versus local
encoding task manipulation.
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METHOD
Subjects

Seventy two undergraduate men and women enrolled

in an Introductory Psychology at the University of Arizona
participated for course credit.
corrected-to-normal vision.

All subjects had normal or

Subjects were randomly assigned

to experimental conditions.
Design

The experiment consisted of two phases, a study

phase and a test phase.

In the study phase subjects

participated in either the global study task (left vs. right
orientation decision) or the local study task (more vertical
vs. horizontal lines).

The forty stimuli were divided into

two material sets of 20 figures.

Each set consisted of 10

possible and 10 impossible figures. In this phase, the
figures were counterbalanced such that half of the subjects
saw one set and half saw the other set.

All subjects saw

both sets of figures in the test phase. In the test phase,
subjects participated in either the object-decision test or
the old-new recognition test.

The four independent

variables were study task (global vs. local), test type
(object decision vs. recognition), object type (possible vs.
impossible), and repetition (studied vs. non-studied
objects) thus forming a2x2x2x2 mixed factorial
design.
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Procedure

The experiment proceeded in two phases.

first phase was an incidental learning phase.
subjects were told of the secondary test phase.

The

None of the
Half of the

subjects were asked to judge whether the figure was facing
primarily to the right or to the left, and to respond by
pressing one of two buttons (the global study condition).
The remaining subjects were asked to decide whether there
were more vertical or horizontal lines present in the
figure, and again respond by pressing one of two buttons
(the local study condition).

Each figure remained on the

screen for five seconds and subjects were encouraged to
study the figure for the full five seconds before making a
response.

It was explained that the figures may not be as

simple as they appear at first glance. Subjects viewed a set
of 5 practice figures followed by 10 possible objects and 10
impossible objects presented in a random order.
The second phase of the experiment was the testing
phase and immediately followed the first.

Half of the

subjects participated in a standard old-new recognition
test.

Forty figures were presented sequentially, and

remained on the screen until the subject responded.
Subjects were instructed to remember which figures had been
presented earlier in the experiment and to respond by
pressing one of two buttons.

They were further instructed
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to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible without
making errors.

Half of the figures presented had been

viewed during the study phase and half of the figures had
not been seen previously.

The first ten figures presented

in the recognition test were practice items, five had been
included in the prior study phase and five had not.

Prior

to each figure a fixation point appeared at the center of
the screen, with an instruction prompt below it instructing
the subject to press a key to begin each trial.
The other half of the subjects participated in an
object decision test.

Each of the forty figures was

preceded by a fixation point and appeared for 100 msec
followed by a darkened screen.

Subjects were instructed

that the figures would flash quickly on the screen and their
task was to decide whether the figure could exist as a
three-dimensional object in the real world, and to respond
by pressing one of two buttons.

The subject initiated the

beginning of each trial by pressing a key.

The instructions

included a description of possible and impossible objects,
and examples were shown to subjects.

Subjects were asked to

respond as quickly as possible trying not to make errors.
Ten practice items preceded the object decision test, five
of which were possible and five of which were impossible.
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The subjects were tested individually in sessions
lasting about twenty minutes.

The nature and purpose of the

experiment was briefly described to the subject immediately
following the testing phase.

Materials

Forty figures were generated using isometric

drawing techniques to depict three-dimensional figures.
Half of these drawings depicted valid "possible" threedimensional objects.

These were adapted from a set of

materials used in previous research (Cooper, 1988, 1989a,
1989b).

The remaining drawings portrayed invalid,

"impossible" objects.

Figures 2 and 3 provide examples,

respectively, of possible and impossible objects.
Constraints on the possible objects required that all lines
represent an unambiguous edge connecting two surfaces; and
that each of these two surfaces maintain a single
interpretation relative to orientation.

This criterion

excluded drawings that contained relational ambiguities
between the component parts.

The possible objects appeared

to have volume and be solid.

The drawings of the impossible

objects were similar in appearance and complexity to the
possible objects but contained relational ambiguities and
therefore could not be realized as three-dimensional
objects.
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Two pilot studies were conducted.

The first was

performed to obtain a measure of the "goodness" of the
possibility and impossibility of the figures.

The second

pilot study obtained a measure of baseline performance for
the object decision test, at a 100 msec duration.
In the first pilot study, 20 subjects were presented 50
computer generated figures on index cards, and were asked to
sort the cards into two piles, possible and impossible
objects.

The duration of viewing was self-paced, although

subjects were encouraged report their initial response.
Instructions included a description and examples of possible
and impossible objects.

Subjects correctly classified 97

percent of the possible objects, but only 87 percent of the
impossible objects.

The lowest mean percent agreement for a

possible object was 80 percent agreement, while the lowest
mean percent agreement for an impossible object had a mean
percent agreement of 70 percent.

It is important to note

the difference in agreement levels between the possible and
impossible objects and to proceed with some caution in
making direct comparisons between the two types of objects.
A second pilot study was conducted to obtain baseline
reaction time and accuracy measures for the object decision
test presented at a 100 msec duration.

The figures tested

and the procedure used in this pilot study were identical to
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those used in the present experiment as described above in
the procedure section.

The mean reaction times were

essentially identical for possible and impossible objects
1450 and 1440 msec, respectively.

The accuracy measures

also showed similar results for the possible (67 percent
correct) and impossible (65 percent correct) figures.
All stimuli were generated by an I.B.M. personal
computer and presented on an amber monitor.

These figures

subtended a visual angle of 18.4 degrees when viewed from 45
centimeters.
resolution.
background.

The figures were presented in medium
They appeared amber against a uniform blue-grey
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RESULTS
Explicit memory performance

Table 1 shows the results of

the recognition test for the local and global processing
tasks. The mean percent correct for the local feature
encoding condition was 64%; while the mean percent correct
for the global feature encoding condition was 67%.
An analysis of variance shov/ed no main effect of the
encoding manipulation (local feature vs global feature
encoding) on recognition performance, F(l,34) < 1, MSe=3.74.
Possible objects were recognized more accurately than the
impossible objects, mean correct 69% and 62.5% respectively.
This main effect of object type was only marginally
significant,

F(l,34) = 3.84, MSe=2.08, p=.055.

There was a non-significant interaction between type of
study (global vs local) and object type (possible vs
impossible), F(l,34) < 1,

Implicit memory performance

MSe=2.08.

Performance on the object

decision task showed a different pattern of results.

Table

2 shows the results of the object decision test for the
local and global processing tasks.
An analysis of variance showed a significant Object
type (possible vs. impossible objects) x Item type (studied
and nonstudied items) interaction, F(1,68)=11.18, MSe=1.70,
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p < .001. The possible items did show facilitation from the
prior exposure, while the impossible items did not.

Because

the impossible figures did not show priming, they will not
be included in further analyses.
Analysis of variance showed that the type of encoding
task did affect object decision performance. Facilitation
was demonstrated in the global encoding condition, while no
facilitation was found in the local encoding condition.

The

interaction between Type of Encoding Task (local vs. global)
and Item type (studied vs. not studied) was significant,
F(1,68)=6.88, p=.01.
The analysis of planned comparisons further supported
this finding.

Object decision performance showed a

significant facilitation in the global study condition for
items that had been viewed during the study phase,
t(35)=5.59, p < .001.

In the local study condition however,

no facilitation was observed, t(35) < 1.
Explicit memory performance showed no effect of type of
encoding while the implicit memory test clearly did show an
effect of type of encoding.

The analysis of variance that

included type of test as a factor, however, failed to show a
significant interaction of Type of Encoding Task and Type of
Test, F(1,34)<1, MSe=2.67.
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Table 1
Recognition Test Performance (Hits and False Alarms) for
Possible and Impossible Objects as a Function of Study Task.
Local Feature Encoding Condition
Object Type

Item Type
Not Studied
Studied

Impossible

.35

.56

Possible

.26

.61

Global Feature Encoding Condition
Object Type

Item Type
Not Studied
Studied

Impossible

.30

.59

Possible

.26

.67

Note. The second column represents the proportion of studied items
called "old" (hit rate), and the first column represents the
proprotion of non-studied items called "old" (false alarm rate).
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Table 2
Object Decision Performance (Percent Correct) for Possible
and Impossible Objects as a Function of Study Task.
Local Feature Encoding Condition
Object Type

Item Type
Not Studied
Studied

Impossible

.64

.59

Possible

.64

.72

Global Feature Encoding Condition
Object Type

Item Type
Not Studied
Studied

Impossible

.68

.67

Possible

.63

.81
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DISCUSSION
Four major points will be discussed about the nature of
mental representations in visual memory: (1) the role of
pre-existing mental representations in repetition priming,
(2)

the role of the encoding conditions in the formation of

the representation within the structural description system,
(3) evidence for the independence of implicit and explicit
"memory systems, and (4) suggestions for further
investigations.

Role of pre-existing mental representations in repetition
priming.
Object decision performance was improved for possible
objects

following a study phase in which global features

were encoded.

The facilitation of performance for the

possible objects in the global feature study condition
provides evidence for priming of stimuli that have
associated with them no pre-existing mental representation.
The role of pre-existing mental representations has
been a major concern for researchers interested in
repetition priming.

Early theories of priming emerged from

work in word recognition.

The model of word recognition

proposed by Morton (1970) has been a highly influential
theory for how researchers think about processes that
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mediate repetition priming.

In Morton's theory, single word

detectors were likened to vacuum tubes.

Once the detectors

were activated it took some time for them to "cool off".

If

the viewer was presented with the same word before the word
detector had reached its initial resting state, then that
detector would require less information to become active.
Priming was assumed to be a process that necessarily acted
upon pre-existing mental representations.

This view has

remained an important assumption for many theorists of word
recognition who are currently interested in examining the
problem of repetition effects with linguistic stimuli.

The

present study provides evidence that suggests that
repetition priming, under certain conditions, can be
demonstrated for novel nonverbal stimuli.

This challenges

the assumption that the process responsible for mediating
priming necessarily must act on pre-existing
representations, linguistic or otherwise.

The role of the encoding tasks in the formation of mental
representations within the structural description system.
Schacter (in press) proposed a class of modular
perceptual representation systems that mediate repetition
priming.

One of these systems contains specialized

information about an object's form and structure.

For
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novel, nonverbal stimuli, priming is proposed to be mediated
by highly specific, newly formed representations constructed
during the experiment.

The structural representation

contains information about the object's component parts and
how those component parts are structurally arranged.
The present experiment provides evidence consistent
with this view.

The local and global encoding tasks were

designed to test whether these highly specific structural
representations mediate priming.

The object decision task

requires the viewer to access the structural, global
features of the target items.

Thus, the global encoding

condition was predicted to generate a representation that
provided the best match of critical features and therefore
to facilitate object decision performance.

The local

encoding task was designed to provide no such match of
critical features.

Therefore no facilitation on performance

in the object decision test was predicted following the
local encoding condition.
these predictions.

This experiment confirmed both of

Facilitation in the object decision test

was demonstrated for those items studied under the global
encoding task, while no facilitation was demonstrated for
items studied under the local feature encoding condition.
This suggests that the structural representation system
mediates facilitation on the object decision test only when
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the global, structural information was attended to during
encoding.

Evidence for independence of implicit and explicit memory
systems.
Further support that priming is mediated by a distinct
independent system is provided by the comparison of
performance on the two tests of memory.

If implicit and

explicit tests measure a single memory system, one would
expect that they would be similarly affected by different
variables.

A functional dissociation between these two

measures of memory demonstrates that the two memory systems
are differentially effected by a single manipulation, in
this case the encoding task.

A functional dissociation

suggests that the implicit and explicit tests access
qualitatively different systems of memory.

The present

experiment provides suggestive evidence that these two
measures of memory are functionally independent.
Performance on the object decision test was affected by the
encoding manipulation; global feature encoding supported
facilitation while local feature encoding did not.

However,

in the recognition test a different pattern of results
emerged.

Explicit memory performance was unaffected by the

encoding manipulation.

Although these results are
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suggestive of a functional dissociation they remain
inconclusive because the interaction of Type of Encoding
Task by Type of Test was not significant.

Moreover, these

recognition data showed a trend, similar to the object
decision results, of superior performance for those items
studied under the global encoding condition.

But unlike the

object decision task these results did not reach statistical
significance.

Schacter, Cooper, and Delaney (1990) expand

upon the present study and provide further discussion and
analyses of the independence between these two measures of
memory.

Suggestions for further research.
This experiment suggests that implicit memory is
mediated by the reinstatement of specific features present
in the

representation formed in the structural description

system. This experiment used a test of implicit memory that
required access to global, three-dimensional information
about objects.

The greatest facilitation was provided by

the encoding manipulation that provided the best match of
critical features.

To further investigate the role of the

structural description system for priming, it would be
interesting to use a test of implicit memory in which the
relevant structural information required to successfully
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perform on the test consists of local, two-dimensional
features rather than global, three-dimensional information.
The prediction would be that using a test of implicit
memory that requires access to local feature information,
superior performance would follow an encoding task that
ertcouraged formation of a representation of the local
features.
A second point of interest to emerge from this
experiment is the lack of facilitation in performance for
the impossible objects.

Although this is not of principle

interest here, it is intriguing to speculate that the
representation mediating priming may require formation of a
stable or complete representation of the figures. Impossible
figures have ambiguities in their structure that do not
allow the formation of stable representations.

The system

mediating priming may require that the structural relations
of the component parts be interpreted fully.
Representations that are structurally underdetermined may be
incapable of invoking the process responsible for repetition
priming of novel objects.

An alternative interpretation

might be that the lack of repetition priming found for these
figures is due to the nature of the relation between the
encoding conditions and testing conditions.

Just as the

local encoding did not generate a representation able to
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support priming for the object decision, perhaps impossible
objects require that different types of encoding and test be
present to demonstrate priming.

To distinguish between

these two alternatives will require further investigation,
and should either of these interpretations be supported it
will provide further insight to the nature of the
representations that mediate priming.
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